IT-Symposium 2015 – The Mission Critical HotSpot

IT-Symposium 2015
27. - 29. April 2015
Connect Germany and GTUG Go International
The European NonStop HotSpot 2015!

… join the main European HP User Groups event in 2015!
The “European HotSpot Conference & Exhibition” is hosted by Connect Germany and GTUG for the fifth time.

This is your chance to meet your fellow Connect or NonStop users and to discuss your requirements with HP Executives onsite. In addition, you have the opportunity to get first-hand information and to learn about the latest strategic and technical developments on HP products from users, HP and partners - now even more up-to-date!

… enjoy the comfortable conference facilities at the Munich Marriott Hotel, located between the Olympic Park and downtown Munich, close to “Englischer Garten” and the lively quarter “Schwabing”.

… discover Munich, home of the famous Oktoberfest, BMW and the “Deutsches Museum” and get a taste of the Bavarian Life Style - an inspiring symbiosis of traditional “Beer Gardens”, historical monuments, elegant shopping boulevards, cultural highlights and a very dynamic and innovative economy.

Registration
Event Location
Marriott Hotel Munich
Berliner Strasse 93
80805 München
phone: +49 (0) 89 2888 0

BIG DATA

It’s been said more than once, if you torture data long enough it will tell you what you want to hear. From improving customer relations to searching for a missing aircraft, the avalanche of information called big data is now mainstream ‘speak’.

Big Data springs into focus on IT-Symposium 2015

About Connect
Connect is the largest technology community of HP business technology customers around the world. Connect’s mission is to provide its members with the best value and return on their HP business technology investments by providing ADVOCACY, COMMUNITY, PHILANTHROPY and EDUCATION. Connect supports HP business technologies including servers, storage, cloud, networking, security, operating systems and infrastructure software.

Our Philosophy:
- We are HP business technology professionals helping each other solve mission critical IT issues
- We are customers wanting to learn from other customers.
- We are a strong community that can influence HP.
- We help HP customers navigate HP and make them aware of HP partner products and solutions.
- We know that an engaged and informed IT community is the catalyst for innovation, education, and change.

www.connect-community.de/Events/symposium2015

Launching BIG DATA Focus Group

In information technology, big data is a collection of data sets so large and complex that it becomes difficult to process using on-hand database management tools or traditional data processing applications. The challenges include capture, curation, storage, search, sharing, analysis, and visualization. The trend to larger data sets is due to the additional information derivable from analysis of a single large set of related data, as compared to separate smaller sets with the same total amount of data, allowing correlations to be found to “spot business trends, determine quality of research, prevent diseases, link legal citations, combat crime, and determine real-time roadway traffic conditions.

Be there when the Connect „BIG DATA“ focus group will be founded on the IT-Symposium 2015 in Munich on 28. April 2015.

The BIG DATA focus group will looks at trends, HP solutions, and provides opportunities for IT/Marketing professionals to get answers from industry experts and one another through focus group meetings and events.